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M. PAPADIMITRAKIS
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by Irwin Kra)

ABSTRACT. This paper gives a counterexample
to the conjecture that the
continuity of the conjugate / of an / e C(T) implies the continuity of the best
uniform approximation
g 6 íí,00(T) of /. It also states two conditions which
imply the continuity of g.

Let L°°(T) the space of bounded measurable functions on the unit circle T,
H°°(T) the subalgebra of L°°(T) consisting of nontangential
limits of bounded
analytic functions in the unit disk and write ||/||oo f°r the (essential supremum)
norm of / G L°° (T). Also, let C(T) be the space of all continuous functions on T.
It is known that any / G L°°(T) has at least one best approximation g e H°°(T),
in the sense that

d = ||/ - »Hoc=

inf ||/ - h\

n^H°°

and that, by duality

(*)

f27T

d = supi[JJ }(9)F(9)^ :FeH1(T),F(0)= 0,\\F\\i<l}

where HV(T) (0 < p < oo) is the Hardy space of all nontangential
F analytic in the unit disc such that

f

|F||*=

sup

0<r<lJo

/

limits of functions

ñfí

|F(re")|-

< +00.

¿7r

Moreover, if / is continuous, then the best approximation g of / is unique and
there is at least one F, for which the supremum (*) is attained. Also /, g and any
of those maximizing T"s are connected by

(1)

/(fl)-ff(fl) = ll/-fflloor^j|

a.e. (d9)

which implies

W)-9(0)\

= \\f-9U=d

a.e. (d9).

We need the following result (see [1 or 2]):

THEOREM 1 (CARLESON-JACOBS). If f e C(T), g G H°°(T), F G Hl(T)
are connected by (1), then

(a) F e HP(T), for all p < +oo,
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(b) if t e [0,2?r]and if

!r(9) = f(9)-f(T),

gT(9)= g(9) - f(r)

then there is 6 > 0 and r0 > 0 such that
\gT(z)\ > 1 • ||/ - ffHoo on WT = {z = re16 : [6 - r[ < 6,r0 < r < 1}

where 6 and ro can be independent

of r.

We consider the problem of how the regularity

of / affects the regularity

of g.

In [1] the following is proved.
THEOREM 2. ///

is Dini-continuous,

i.e. if fQ(to(t)/t)dt

suP|x-y|<t \f(x) —f(y)\ is the modulus of continuity
g is also continuous.

< -Yoc, where w(i) =

of f, then its best approximation

In [1] a function / is constructed, continuous but not Dini-continuous, whose
best approximation g is not continuous.
Because the Dini-continuity of / implies the continuity of its conjugate / and
because of the proof in [1], it was conjectured that, for / G C(T), the continuity of
/ and the continuity of g are equivalent.
It was proved by Sarason that the continuity of g does not imply the continuity

of/.

See [2, p. 177].

This paper provides a counterexample for the other half of the conjecture. It
constructs a continuous function /, whose conjugate / is continuous, but whose
best approximation g is not. We also give two further conditions on / which imply
g is continuous.
In the following / is the complex conjugate of /.

THEOREM3. IfJeA(T)=H°°(T)r\C(T)
the best approximation

and j0(oj2(t)/t)dt < +oo, then g,

of f, is continuous.

THEOREM4. Iff e A(T) and f/f2 G C(T) and J0(uj3(t)/t)dt < +oo, then g
is continuous.

THEOREM 5. There exists a function f, such that f G A(T), but such that its
best approximation

g is not continuous.

Since / = —if when / G A(T), the function in Theorem
conjugate.

5 has a continuous

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Suppose ||/ - gWoo= 1. Fix r e [0,2tt]. Then, from
Theorem

1(b), gT(z) has a well-defined logarithm on WT, which is given by

logffrW = ^-/

2lT J\6-t\<6

log\gT(9)\-^-r^d9-YRr(z),
ew - z

zeWT,

where RT(z) is the integral over [9 —t[ > 6 plus the logarithm of the inner factor of
gT. Since \gT[ > ^ on WT, this inner factor is analytic across \9 —t[ < 6. So RT(z)
and its derivative are bounded on \z —etT\ < 6X, for some 6X < 6, independent of t.

This implies
(2)

\RT(z) - RT(w)[ < c[z - w\

for [z -e"\<8x,

[w - e"\ < 6X.
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We also have

1/(0)-ff(0)| = l a.e. id9)
from which

\fTi9) - gTi9)\ = 1 a.e. (do)
and
|ffT|2 = l + 2-Re(7T-9r)-|/r|2.

Therefore
log \gT\ = ¿ log [gT[2 = ¿ [2 • Re(/T

• gT) - \fT\2 + 0(|/r|2)]

= Re(/TgT)+0(|M2),

and
loggriz)

If

—

ew -Yz

= — /
ReifTgT)—--dB
2n J\6-t\<ô
ew - z
+ ¿/

0(|/r|2)¿±i>+

£,(*).

Since fT is analytic, fTgT is also analytic, which implies that
1

r2v

— Jo

—

eie 4- z

-

Re(fTgT)-r^-zd9

= fT(z)-9r(z).

Thus:
loggT(z)-7T(z)9r(z)

= ±

[

0([fT\2)e^-d9

¿TTJ\e-T\<6

e

+ R*T(z)

~ z

where

R*T(z)= RT(z)- ¿ /

ReiJTgT)Ç±^d9

¿7r J\0-t\>6

e

Z

and so, by (2),
(3)

[R*Tiz) - R*{w)\ < c\z - w\

If z is in a truncated

for \z - elT[ < 8X, [w - e"[ < Sx.

cone T(r), which is inside \z — elT[ < 6X and has vertex etT,

then

eie -Yz

\9-tY
and so

s . ,2

[\oggT(z)-fT(z)gT(z)-R;(z)[<c-

f

u\t)

Jo

dt.

Since fT(z) —+0 as z —►
e",

\\oggT(z)-R*T(z)[<c f

Jo

^-dt
l

+ niS)

where r\ib) —►
0 as 6 —*0. Hence, by (3),
[9r(z) -9t(w)\

where r/x(¿) —►
0 as 6 —»0.

< c\z-w\-Ynxi6),

z,w eT^),
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Now, if a and r are close to each other and z G T(r) n r(rr) then

W")

- 9(el6)[ < [g(e") - g(z)\ + \g{z) - g{e")\
= \9rie")-9r(z)\-Y[gAz)-9c(eia)\
< c[eiT -z\

+ c[eia -z\

+ 2nx(6) < c\r -a\

+ 2nx(6),

and

lim \g(ér)-ü{ei(r)\<

2m{6)

a—►t

so that
lim g{eia) = g{elT)
(j—*r

and g is continuous.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.
further:

Now we carry the expansion of log |£/,-j one step

1

log|0T|

|2

rSr) - [fr\2

2\2

(2Re(/Tffr)-|M2)

-

V"^WT"y

[JTl'

+ 0(|/r|3)

= ReQTgT) - ¿|M2 - {Rei7TgT))2 + 0(|/T|3)

= ReiJrgT) - ¿IM2 - t\frgT\2 - § Re(7T<7,)2+ 0(|/r|3)
= Re(/rffT)-iRe(/Tffr)2-i|M2

-i|/r|2(l

+ 2Re(/TffT)-|M2)

+ 0(|M3)

= ReiJTgT) - | ReiJTgT)2 - [fT[2 + 0(|/r|3).

Now, because

±-J^ReifTgT)2Ç±^d9 = (fT(z)9r(z)?
since fgeH°°(T),

we get

\oggT(z)-JT(z)9r(z)+l2(lÁz)gT(z)f

"S

/

2-ïï J\e-T\<8

^m27^Hdd+èi
e

- z

2-K/|9_T|<6

0(\fT\3)e^d9

ew - z

+ R;*(z)

where

R*T*(z)= R*Tiz)-r ¿

/

Re(/TgT)2J±i

d9

and so
[R;*{z) - R*T*iw)[ < c[z - w\

for \z -e"\<Sx,

\w - e"[ < 6X.

Now, the continuity of |/|2 implies the continuity of |/T|2, and this implies the
continuity of the first integral. The rest of the proof proceeds as in Theorem 3.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Consider the function

it(í) =-a,log|logf.|,
= -a2log|log|í||,

0<<<¿,
-¿<<<0,

extended to be smooth in [—n, n] —{0}, and consider the harmonic extension uiz)
of u(i) inside the unit disk, its conjugate

¿(2) and fiz) = é"(z)-w(z)
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Then, since ù(i) is continuous in [—w,w]—{0}, and |/(^)| = eu^

—>0 as z —►
1,

we see that J e AiT).
If - < ax < - and \ < a2, then

Jo

t

J-l/2

1*1

but

/1/2Ml!dl

= +0O and

/o
*
The last two imply that

|/|2(r)

—►
+00

/•

/-1/2

!Ä*<+00.
1*1

as r —►1 — .

From

\oggir)-7ir)gir)

+ \Cfir)-gir))2

= \f?{r)+i[f[2{r)

+ ±-¡

27T /|e_T|<g

Oi\f\3)e-^-d9

eiv - r

+ R**ir)

we get that
arg gir) —►
+oo

as r —►
1- .

Thus 0 is not continuous.
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